
India is a fastest developing country and there are lots of jobs, services and business opportunities which impact
logistics and transport section to grow and expand. Logistics sector in India is at continuous growth state and Porter
is one of the key player in the recent years providing best logistics services and solutions to individuals and business
industries in India. Porter as the names suggest port an individual, group of people with their language or transport
business goods from one place to another in the intracity. The services are easy affordable, secure and can be avail
by local residents, wholesalers, retailers, distributors, shop owners and people traveling in the city for business and
personal visits. The company provides tech-enabled online portal as well as mobile app to book a vehicle at desired
time and seamlessly execute your delivery on time. Porter has range of vehicles including mini trucks, trucks, 3-
wheeler tempo for rent, two wheeler to pick up the best which suits your requirement and avail the transport
services.
Porter is an end-to-end logistics platform designed to help businesses optimize their last-mile delivery operations. It
has significantly solve the the logistics crisis by offering intracity pickups and deliveries through an efficient and
reliable model. It is one of the fastest and cheapest systems to transport goods on time. Everything is possible in
porter like shifting home, business and industrial deliveries, parcel and packing delivery services in all major cities
of India.
Porter started its journey in 2014 is successfully addressing missing lack of functionalities in Logistics sector of
India. It is giving support to lakhs of business owners and retailers to successfully transport and deliver goods on
time to their customers. It seamlessly execute any sort of logistic delivery irrespective of its scale and size. Porter
provides reliable truck transport services and promises affordable, supreme, and regulated transport services in
India that has been the first choice for all customers. At present Porter is effectively providing logistic services in 15
cities of India: Bangalore, Mumbai, Delhi NCR, Chennai, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, Surat, Jaipur, Kolkata,
Lucknow, Jaipur, Coimbatore, Indore, Nagpur & Chandigarh.

How do I book a tempo / mini truck or bike online from porter?
Porter is an app that provides affordable and reliable moving services.
Steps to hire a vehicle:

Sign into the Porter app.1.
Browse through the list of available vehicles (Tata Ace, Pickup 8ft, 2 wheeler etc) and pick the one that suits your2.
moving needs.
Set your pick up and drop off location.3.
Enter a few additional details, apply coupons to get exciting discounts, and confirm your booking.4.
Sit back and relax; our verified driver partners and technology will do the rest.5.

Logistic Solutions offered by Porter
1. On-demand Mini Trucks & 2-Wheelers
The service is mostly for local courier or parcel delivery to end consumers. Wholesalers, retailers, distributors, shop
owners, individual person can opt this services for moving of goods, big or small packages, to shift house luggage,
fetching of documents, getting home appliances delivered from shops.
2-Wheelers are best to deliver some small parcel, gifts to friends, relatives and office colleagues on their doorsteps.
Book Porter 2 wheeler effortlessness from your house and get the parcel delivered to your friend's doorstep
instantly. You can instantly send across up to 20kgs of packages within the city. The door to door service is available
for both personal & commercial purposes and will help you share urgent parcels with anyone.
3 wheeler auto tempo, mini trucks services are suitable to transport and deliver goods & products, heavy packages,
luggage from one location to another. Porter also supports Mini trucks and 3 wheeler tempo with helpers to assist in
loading and unloading your commercial / personnel items.
Truck transport services are the best industrial and commercial options in transport for heavy and big size products.
From big blocks of fabrics to industrial machinery to gym equipment, we have vehicles to support all your logistics
needs. Book mini truck (chotha hathi) online or big trucks whenever you need, wherever you need at affoprdable
rates from Portal.in
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2. Packers and Movers Services
Packers and Movers are services are based used by home / office relocation. In Porter Packers and movers service
you will get all your luggage stuffs and valuable items pack safely by the helpers team with proper packing
materials like bubble wraps, wrapping paper, cardboard boxes, wrapping foam, packing tapes, thermocol sheet etc.
Porter ensure safe transportation of your goods from one destination to another. Transportation, packing, and labor
charges depends and vary as per your apartment size, destination distance, quantity of goods to be transported and
locality you are residing in.

3. Enterprise Logistic Services
Porter has gain a strong reputation with its continuous expertise and experience in delivering goods on time with its
hassle free transportation services. Porter has fleet of vehicles to support logistic needs of any business like
agricultural goods, FMCG, electronic appliances, pharmacy and medical supplies, bulk couriers, business parcels.
Every business either big or small, of industrial products, equipment, of e-commerce, kirana stores, supermarkets
need fast deliveries of products to their clients or to their stores. Porter gives best logistics solutions and services to
them with its extensive fleet base of more than 200,000 vehicles. Porter is operating in 15 cities in India and
established as a trusted logistics service provider for big or small businesses and eCommerce merchants.

Earning Advantages to Driver Partners
Porter is strongly committed towards improving the quality of life of our partner drivers. If you own a vehicle either
2-wheeler, 3-wheeler, temp or truck and want to use it for earning from logistic services, you can partner with
Porter for various jobs like a delivery job, deliver goods, packages, and courier. Your vehicle will be attached to the
smart portal to get noticed to maximum users and you will have a steady stream of trips with minimum assured
income and added incentives. The company also plans to support the small vehicle driver owners that suffer from
uneven income generation with minimum salary per ride. With our GPS-based navigation you can drive anywhere
across your city without worrying about the directions.

Conclusion
Porter have well-trained staff, drivers, helpers and strong web and mobile interface to give you best logistics
services inside a city. You can book any tempo, mini truck, or truck 24x7 form Porter website. The driver and the
helpers team is ready 24x7 to operate and reaches your pickup location well on-time and directly goes to your drop-
off location once the goods are loaded in the vehicle. Porter with its dedicated team is continuously growing and
serving as a best logistic provider company with full customer satisfaction.Ste
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